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This paper explores the link between Purchasing

Managers' Indices (PMI) and financial conditions.

PMI surveys are monthly economic surveys of

companies in which senior managers answer

questions on business activity. They are closely

watched by analysts and are now being used in

forecasting models. The survey responses are

converted into a seasonally-adjusted diffusion

index. A reading over 50 indicates that the variable

in question has increased over the previous month,

and vice versa.

As business activity indicators, PMIs hold

significance over the traditional statistical data

such as industrial production, retail sales, trade

data etc. The PMI data are released immediately

after the completion of a particular month, and are

helpful in real-time decision-making. Additionally,

the data is more broad-based and uniform in

structure across borders. One drawback is that

PMIs fail to provide information on the drivers of

changes in business activity. The correlations

between financial variables and PMIs are more

reliable as these tend to reflect the financing

conditions faced by the reporting firms. Moreover,

financial variables tend to be reflective of current

conditions as well as forward looking. For the same

reason, changes in PMIs are found to be closely

correlated with equity indices and corporate bond

spreads. Dollar index is also found to be inversely

related with manufacturing PMIs.

The authors seek to find out empirically, how

reliably country-level PMI data for a particular

period can be forecast using financial variables

available up to the survey period. This particular

method of forecasting for the present or very near

future period is known as Nowcasting. To represent

the financial variables, the authors have used MSCI

equity indices in local currency, ICE BofAML

corporate bond indices with option-adjusted

spreads. Federal Reserve Board indices based on

goods trade have been used to represent the Dollar

indices.

The results indicate that the financial variables

considered have valuable information content in

nowcasting PMIs. Higher equity prices are

associated with expanding business activity, and

wider corporate bond spreads and a stronger dollar

with dampening activity. This applies to

nowcasting both composite and manufacturing

PMIs, as well as their new export orders

components. Country-level regressions indicate

that financial variables are particularly well suited

to nowcast PMIs in more open economies.

In the next section, the authors try to investigate

how shocks to different financial variables affect

PMIs and GDP. This is done to verify the

information content reflected in financial prices.

The variables incorporated in the empirical

analysis are equity returns, the dollar index, PMI

and GDP. Results indicate that the financial shock

imparted by the equities explains more than 60% of

the variance of global manufacturing PMIs over

one-year duration. Dollar indices also manage to

explain around 15% of the total variance in PMIs

and 10% of the variance in GDP.

These findings suggest that the links between the

financial and real variables operate through both

shifts in broad macroeconomic sentiment and

global financing conditions. The higher

explanatory power and the forward-looking nature

of equity prices point to the former. Yet the
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significance of the dollar index and corporate bond

spreads might also point more directly to a channel

operating through shifts in global financing

conditions. With manufacturing and, increasingly,

services being globally integrated, it is therefore not

surprising that dollar credit conditions would have

some impact on economic activity along global

supply chains.

Source: www.bis.org
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Machine learning methods are being explored of late

as an alternative to traditional forecasting methods.

In this paper, the authors review various machine

learning methods and apply them to forecast

inflation for India. They aim to test the accuracy of

the said methods against traditional forecasting

methods.

Macroeconomic forecasting has been traditionally

reliant upon structural and non-structural

approaches. Whereas the structural approach is

guided by economic theory, non-structural

approach focuses on the specific properties of the

underlying data. Time series models are the preferred

non-structural models. With the advancement in

computation and availability of high frequency

data, machine learning (ML) algorithms have been

proposed as an alternative to statistical time series

models. The key difference is that ML algorithms use

non-linear processes to arrive at output, unlike

traditional methods which apply linear processes.

The authors have selected consumer price index

(CPI) inflation and three of its components for their

forecasting exercise. Additionally, they have

analysed the issues of combination of forecast from

different models. Second, they have also compared

between producing a direct forecast vis-à-vis

forecasting each component and combining them to

generate a final forecast for headline inflation.

The target data for the forecasting exercise is the

annual growth rate in CPI (combined). The new

series related to the data was released in 2012, with

index values being available from January 2011

onwards. A back-casted series for the same is also

available. However back-casted data for the other

three data series representing food, fuel and core

inflation respectively is not readily available. In

comparing models, the authors have incorporated

traditional time series models such as the Random

Walk (RW), autoregressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA), seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) and

STL-decomposition methods. Amongst these, the

RW model is selected as the benchmark against

which the performances of all other models are

considered. Within the ML universe, the authors

have deployed algorithms suitable for supervised

and unsupervised learning, artificial and recurrent

neural networks (ANNs & RNNs), k-nearest

neighbours (KNNs) and support vector machines

(SVMs). The forecast accuracy is analysed over a six-

month period between June 2018 and December

2018.

At the end of the empirical analysis, the authors have

found that ML algorithms have largely

outperformed traditional statistical forecasting

models. Second, traditional models fare better in

forecasting food and fuel inflation, while simple

average based combination of all forecast model

output fares better than individual model outputs.

Third, no meaningful difference was established

while combining separate inflation components to

arrive at a headline forecast; vis-à-vis directly arriving

at headline inflation forecast. Their analysis also

suggested that meaningful gains could be achieved

by adopting techniques from the ML paradigm.

Before concluding, the authors pointed out that care

must be taken for sample selection in adapting ML

techniques, and their limitations in providing a

transparent intermediate mechanism through which

final output is arrived at.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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